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Idle Desperate Africa is a popular mobile game that has been downloaded
millions of times. The game is simple to play, but it can be challenging to
master. In this article, we'll discuss some of the most common errors that
players make and how to avoid them.

1. Not Upgrading Your Buildings

One of the most common mistakes that players make is not upgrading their
buildings. Buildings are essential for generating resources, which you need
to progress in the game. The sooner you upgrade your buildings, the faster
you'll be able to generate resources and progress through the game.

2. Not Researching New Technologies
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Another common mistake is not researching new technologies.
Technologies can give you a variety of bonuses, such as increased
resource production, reduced building costs, and increased army strength.
The sooner you research new technologies, the sooner you'll be able to
take advantage of these bonuses.

3. Not Training Your Army

Your army is essential for defending your base and attacking other players.
The sooner you train your army, the stronger it will be and the more likely
you'll be to win battles.

4. Not Joining an Alliance

Alliances are a great way to get help from other players and to participate
in alliance wars. The sooner you join an alliance, the sooner you'll be able
to take advantage of these benefits.

5. Not Using Boosters

Boosters can give you a variety of temporary bonuses, such as increased
resource production, reduced building costs, and increased army strength.
Boosters can be very helpful in overcoming challenges and progressing
through the game.

6. Not Completing Quests

Quests are a great way to earn rewards, such as resources, gold, and
experience points. The sooner you complete quests, the sooner you'll be
able to earn these rewards.

7. Not Participating in Events



Events are a great way to earn rewards, such as resources, gold, and
experience points. The sooner you participate in events, the sooner you'll
be able to earn these rewards.

8. Not Watching Ads

Watching ads can give you a variety of rewards, such as resources, gold,
and experience points. The sooner you start watching ads, the sooner you'll
be able to earn these rewards.

By avoiding these common errors, you'll be well on your way to mastering
Idle Desperate Africa. The game can be challenging, but it's also very
rewarding. With a little effort, you can become a top player and achieve
your goals.
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